Birthday Cards
Three of Hearts:
Assortment of Affections
Characteristics: The Three of Hearts
symbolize the departure of Man and Woman
leaving the Garden of Eden and is the initial
card in the Life Spread. The cause for their
departure was temptation on many levels.
Furthermore, we might think of this card as the
stepping out spot into a dualistic world of
confusion because it is the first card in the Life
Spread. Somewhat like landing on an alien
planet, the Three of Hearts experience might
be like having to figure everything out from
scratch. Three of Hearts, in this respect, are
endlessly questioning but mentally prepared to
evaluate and analyze what they observe. They
are unclear about what is most important to
them in life and this results in concern about
their own financial lack, whether real or
imagined. In this case, their own natural
creativity becomes a burden of indecision.
They never feel financially secure, partly
because they can develop so many ideas of
what to do and what they might want to do that they never complete things. This
indecisiveness can be the cause of some very challenging relationships in terms of
karma. They may meet a person who shares these same qualities but leaves them not
knowing whether or not they are loved. Their creativity becomes a great talent that
guides them in the direction of their goals after the Three of Hearts has learned the
value of foundation and stability. The women do better than most women when
working in male-ruled organizations and associations and both genders have good
success working with men. Their life or finances is often improved through travel or
making changes and they are progressive in their work. They are successful at
whatever they work at and they are very hard workers. To be happy they need some
change or travel in their jobs. There is artistic and creative potential in the Three of
Hearts. Their very souls are expressive. Two of their most important lessons in life are
learning to interrupt value-based indecisiveness into creativity in their work or
business and overcoming their worry about poverty. Faith is something they are
learning to develop in order to understand that the necessary materials will always be
there for them when needed.
Relationships: Sexual uncertainty and experimentation sometimes is what the Three
of Hearts energy results in. Many Three of Hearts choose to explore in their quest for
wisdom, and bisexuality and homosexuality are concepts they may be curious about.

What is most required by the Three of Hearts individual is to spend time with
themselves, so that they can learn to become more emotionally self-sufficient and
self-reliant. The first Karma Card informs us of that. They can feel less needy and less
stressed about finding love from others if they learn to give some of their boundless
energy to themselves. At that point, their love life starts being much more fun and
enjoyable. That is how they want it to be in any case. Lightheartedness and
cheerfulness is their favorite way of being. They have no trouble getting others to love
and have a charm and attractiveness. After they find someone the challenge begins.
Wit and high intelligence often attract them, but frequently it is to someone who is just
as indecisive too. The Three of Hearts can become the most mixed mentally and
emotionally of the Threes. All of them demand the freedom to explore various
possibilities. They can frequently become unsure or dissatisfied In search of what and
whom they love, even if they see the perfect individual standing right in front of them.
Emotional uncertainty, on a deeper level, is represented by the Three of Hearts.
Asking themselves whether they will be loved is often foremost in their minds.
Emotionally challenging experiences in childhood are often the cause of this.
Personality Connections: Three of Hearts females are attractive to them. Spade
men see them as very attractive, but a challenge in other ways. Club females are
found attractive to Three of Hearts males, as are Diamond women. The Three of
Hearts female will have problems with a lot of the Club and Heart males.
Confrontations: Errors associated with youth and learning from the school of hard
knocks is something the Three of Hearts will experience. Their creative side is
something the Three Birth Cards strongly identify with.

